lesson 2:

Immediate (top) Winners: 3 spades, 2 hearts, 2 diamonds, 1 club
Long suit winners:
1 to 3 extra winners in clubs, depending on how opponents clubs are divided (2 winners with
actual distribution).
South must lose 1 or 2 clubs to "promote" long suit winners.
Play the Ace first, then another (King wins).
When South regains the lead, play another club (Queen wins).
When South regains lead again, his last two clubs are good.
If North/South take their winners in other suits before playing clubs, East/West may have time to
establish tricks in those suits.
Defense:
West leads the Jack of spades (top of sequence, longest suit)
When West regains the lead, play another spade
When West regains lead again, play a third spade. Now last spade is good if West wins
another trick.
If East had the club winners, he should return spades (his partner's suit) to help promote
WesYs fourth spade.
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Lesson 2

Immediate (top) Winners: 2 spades, 1 diamond, 1 club
Long suit winners:
3 more diamond winners: once East wins the King of diamonds, North's other diamonds are
promoted to be winners.
It is possible, but unlikely, that South's fourth heart may be a winner
As soon as N/S win a trick, they should play the Ace of diamonds and then the 2. When setting up a
long suit, usually start with the high card from the short hand.
East can either win his King on the second trick, or wait and win it on the third trick.
Defense:
West should lead the Queen of spades (top of a sequence) to try to set up his long suit. In this
particular hand, it would be better to lead a club, but there is no way for West to know that (If
we were bidding, East might be able to "tell" West he has clubs in the bidding).
When East wins a diamond, East should lead the K of clubs (top of a sequence) to try to set up
his long clubs.
If North wins the Ace of clubs before the King of diamonds is forced out, North may not be able to
regain the lead to cash (win) his other diamonds.
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Week 3: Playing With a Trump Suit
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South is declarer, spades are trump. West leads.
Top tricks: 6 spades, 3 hearts, 1 club.

West should lead the King of Diamonds (top of a sequence). This will allow East/West to score
two
diamond tricks. If West leads something else, South might have a chance to establish chub tricks.
Note that if this hand was played in no trump, East/West could win the first five tricks in diamonds.

For anyone who is interested, there is "Learn to Play Bridge" software on the ACBL site, which
provides a lot of instruction. Unfortunately, this software only runs on PCs running Microsoft
Windows.
To download this software, go to www.acbl.org
Go to the "Education" tab.
Click on the "Learn" section.
Click on the green "Free Learn to Piay softv✓are" button.
You should be able to register on this page and download the software.
If you have any problems, let me know.
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Week 3: Playing With a Trump Suit
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East is the declarer, diamonds are trump. South leads.
Top tricks: 2 spades and 1 club.
Once East/West force out the Ace and King of diamonds, they can win 4 more diamond tricks.
Once they force out the Ace of hearts, they can win 2 heart tricks.
So a total of 9 tricks: 4 diamonds, 2 spades, 2 hearts, and one club.
Based on his hand, South should lead the Queen of spades (top of a sequence). Once the
A and K
are played, he would have the high spades (but East could trump these spades). In no trump,
South
might be able to establish spade tricks.
If South knew what North had, he could lead a club (when we learn bidding we will see that it
might
be possible for North to convey this information in the bidding). Once the Ace of clubs is played,
North would have all the top clubs. Again, East could trump these cards, but in no trump
North/South
might be able to win 4 club tricks.
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Week 4,

Bidding
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South Deals

North: 12 HCP
South: 14 HCP + 1 Length point = 15 total points
East: 5 HCP + 2 length point
West: 9 HCP

Bidding (E/W always pass)
South opens 1 Spade, showing at least 12 points and 5 spades. South should bid the spades because
he has 5 of them,
even though he has more high cards in other suits.
North thinks they might have game since he has 12 points and 3 card spade support. But if South
only has 12 points they
will not have enough for game, especially considering North's perfectly balanced hand. So North invites
to game by
jumping in spades, showing 10 to 11/12 points.
South has 15 points, so together with North's 10 point minimum, they have enough for game. So South
bids 4 spades.
Play:
Since South bid spades first, he is declarer.
North/South have 6 top tricks'. 1 spade, 3 diamonds, and 2 clubs.
They can develop at least 3 more spade tricks (4 spade tricks total), and can possibly get a fifth spade
trick or a heart
trick.
West has to choose a lead'. in this case, there is not much information from the bidding. West should probably
lead the Q
of clubs (top of a sequence in his longest suit).
South will win the club lead in his hand.
South can now "finesse" in spades by leading toward the Q of spades in dummy. If West has the King,
then the Queen
will win. Since he has both the J and 10 of spades, he can lead one of those first in order to be able to repeat
the finesse.
If West does not play the King, then South plays low from dummy. If this wins, South can repeat the
finesse to win alI the
spade tricks.
After drawing all the trumps, south can cash his diamond tricks by playing the King from the
short hand first. Then he can
use the 8 of diamonds to get back to dummy, and then discard a heart on the third diamond.
By playing a low heart from the dummy toward the King, South has a chance for a heart trick If East
has the Ace.

Week 4,

South Deals

Bidding

North: 13 HC
South: 13 HCP + 1 Length point = 14 total points
East: 7 HCP
West: 7 HCP

Bidding (E/W always pass)
South: 1 Club (at least 12 points and 3 clubs, no 5 card major
North knows they have enough points for game, but doesn't know what strain (suit or NT)to play in.
North bids 1 Heart, showing at least 6 points and 4 hearts. Since this is a new suit by a responder who has not previously
passed, it is a forcing bid.
South bids 1 spade, showing at least 4 spades but no extra points. While this is not a forcing bid, North will rarely pass.
NoRh knows, so bids 4 spades, showing about 13 points and 4 spades.
South can now add 3 dummy support points instead of counting his length point, so he now has a total of 16 points. This
is fine for game, but not enough to think about slam, so South passes.
Play:
Since South bid spades first, he is declarer.
North/South have 6 top tricks: 4 spades, 1 heart, 1 diamond.
They can develop 4 club tricks by forcing out the Ace of clubs. However, before playing the clubs they should draw
trumps so East/West cannot trump their trump winners.
West has to choose a lead. He knows from the bidding that North has hearts and South has clubs. So West's best lead
is probably the J of Diamonds (top of a sequence).
tf the Jack of diamonds is followed by the Q, K, and Ace, then WesYs 10 and 9 of diamonds will be established. If West
had led the 9 of diamonds, and North played a low card, then East would not know if he should play his King.

Week 5,

South Deals

Bidding

North: 13 HCP
South: 13 HCP + 1 Length point = 14 total points
East: 7 HCP
West: 7 HCP

Bidding (EIW always pass)
South: 1 Club (at least 12 points and 3 clubs, no 5 card major
North knows they have enough points for game, but doesn't know what strain (suit or NT)to
play in.
North bids 1 Heart, showing at least 6 points and 4 hearts. Since this is a new suit by a responder
who has not previously
passed, it is a forcing bid.
South bids 1 spade, showing at least 4 spades but no extra points. While this is not a forcing
bid, North will rarely pass.
North knows, so bids 4 spades, showing about 13 points and 4 spades.
South can now add 3 dummy support points instead of counting his length point, so he now
has a total of 16 points. This
is fine for game, but not enough to think about slam, so South passes.
Play:
Since South bid spades first, he is declarer.
North/South have 6 top tricks: 4 spades, 1 heart, 1 diamond.
They can develop 4 club tricks by forcing out the Ace of clubs. However, before playing the
clubs they should draw
trumps so EasUWest cannot trump their trump winners.
West has to choose a lead. He knows from the bidding that North has hearts and South has clubs.
So WesYs best lead
is probably the J of Diamonds (top of a sequence).
If the Jack of diamonds is followed by the Q, K, and Ace, then WesYs 10 and 9 of diamonds
will be established. If West
had led the 9 of diamonds, and North played a low card, then East would not know if he should play
his King.

Week 5,

Bidding
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West Deals

North: 7 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 7 HCP 7 + 3 length points
East: 16 HCP + 1 Length point
West: 10 HCP

Bidding (N/S always pass)
West and North pass, since they have less than 12 points.
East opens 1 Heart, showing at least 12 points and 5 hearts.
West has 10 HCP and can now add 1 dummy support points for 11 points total.
• If East has a minimum of 12, E/W have 23 points total, which would not be enough for game.
• If East has more than a minimum, then E/W should be able to make 4H and get the game bonus.
• West invites to game by jumping to 3 Hearts, saying that E/W have a fit (at least 8 cards) in hearts, and showing
at least 10 points,
East has a very good hand: on the first bid East only showed 12 points, but actually has 16, an extra
4 points. So East
bids 4 Hearts.
Play:
Since East bid spades first, he is declarer.
EasUWest have 8 top tricks: 3 spades and 5 hearts.
They can develop 2 tricks in diamonds, but must do this before N/S take their club tricks.
This hand is a race to see who can take their tricks first. If N/S win 2 clubs and 2 diamonds before E/W can get
their
tricks, E/W will not be able to make their contract. If E/W can establish 2 diamond tricks before N/S
take their club tricks,
then they can make their contract.
Opening lead: South has no good sequence, so should lead low from one of his long suits (usually lead 4th best
from a
long sult).
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North: 13 HCP
South: 12 HCP + 1 Length point = 13 total points

East: 7 HCP
West: 8 HCP

Bidding (E/W always pass)
South opens 1 H, showing at least 12 points and at least 5 hearts.
North can now add a "dummy point' to his estimate for the doubleton spade, and thus has 14 total points.
North knows his team has at least 26 points and at least an 8 card fit in hearts (actually 9 cards), so they should be in
game. He can bid 4H. South does not have much extra strength, so South passes and the contract is 4 Hearts.
in "standard" bidding, the jump to 4H is used for a different type of hand (we haven't learned about this yet).
However, North can make a "forcing" bid to make sure that South does not pass on his next turn. Anew suit by
responder is "forcing," so North bids 2 D. This shows at least 10 points and 4 diamonds, and forces South to
make another bid. This sequence would also give N/S more room to explore to see if they can make a slam.
South will then bid 3D, showing 4 card support for his partner's suit. This bid does not show any extra strength.
North can then bid 4 Hearts, and South will pass.
Play:
Since South bid hearts first, he is declarer, and needs 10 tricks to make the contract. There are 9 top tricks:
5 Hearts (even if someone has all 4 missing hearts, the A, K, Q, J will draw all the trumps so South's last heart will
win a trick.
1 Spade, 1 Diamond, and 2 Clubs.
South needs 1 more trick: If the Diamonds are divided 3-2 between East and West, then North/South can develop a long
suit trick in Diamonds, even though their suits are pretty weak .
South should draw trump first to make sure that East/West can't trump his diamond winner.
When drawing trumps, South should count the cards that are played. South knows the opponents only have 4 trumps,
and since they both follow suit on two trump tricks, he knows that they don't have any more after these tricks.
After drawing trumps, South should keep playing Diamonds to establish the extra trick in that suit.
Opening lead: Since South is declarer, West has to lead. The best lead is the top of touching honors, the K of Spades. If
East were on lead, the best lead would probably be the 5 of Spades, because it is the 4th best from East's longest suit.
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East Deals

North: 8 HCP
South: 11 HCP
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East: 13 HCP + 1 Length point = 14 total points
West: 8 HCP

Bidding (WS always pass)
East opens 1 Spade, showing at least 12 points and 5 Spades.
West has 8 HCP and 4 card support for Spades. West bids 2 Spades, which shows 6 to 9 points and 3 Spades
East now knows that West has a maximum of 9 points. Since East only has 14 total points, they have a maximum
of 23
points, which is not enough for game. So East passes, and the contract is 2 Spades.
Play:
Since East bid Spades first, he is declarer and needs 8 tricks to make the contract.
East/West have only 5 top tricks: 1 Spade, 2 Hearts, and 2 Diamonds
They need 3 more tricks. These can come from Spades (so they will need to make 4 tricks in Spades in total)
East knows that N/S have a total of 4 Spades. East should use a finesse by leading a small Spade from his hand
toward
the Queen. If South plays the 10 or J, the East call for the Q from the West hand. Then East can call for another
Spade
and play his Ace, followed by a third Spade, which South will win with his King. N/S now have no more spades
(East
should count the spades as they are played), so EasYs 2 remaining Spades are good.
If North had the King of Spades, but the Spades were divided 2-2, East would still make 4 Spade tricks. If North
had the
King with at least 3 Spades, then East would not be able to make 4 Spade tricks, and would probably not make
the
contract.
You can see that East could also trump the third diamond in the West hand after playing the A and K of Diamonds,
but
this does not help since he would be trumping with one of the long Spades in his hand. If the Diamonds were reversed
and the third Diamond could be trumped with a Spade by West, that would be an extra trick.
Opening Lead'. Since East is declarer, South makes the opening lead. The Queen of Diamonds (top of a
sequence) is
probably the best lead.
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West Deals

North: 6 HCP
South: 8 HCP

East: 13 HCP
West: 13 HCP

Bidding (N/S always pass)
West opens 1 Club: at least 12 HCP and at least 3 clubs.
Since East has 13 HCP, East knows E/W should be able to make a game (13+12 = 25 HCP). However, East has no 4card suit to show, so should bid 3 NT (which is a game bid). This should show 13-15 points.
Since West has 13 HCP, and East has shown 13-15 HCP, West knows E/W have at most 28 points, fine for game and not
enough to try for a slam. So West should pass.
The contract is 3NT, and since East bid NT first, East is the declarer
Play:
Since East is the declarer South makes the opening lead, and his best choice is the J of Spades (top of a sequence)
E/W have 8 top tricks: 3 spades, 3 hearts, and 2 diamonds.
The only chance they have for an extra trick is their 8-card fit in clubs. Despite the fact that they only have the 8 smallest
clubs, if they keep playing clubs at every opportunity, and if the other 5 clubs split 3-2, then they can eventually set up a
club trick.
Note that E/W should be in no hurry to take their top tricks: they will get these eventually, and need to save them to
preserve entries and prevent N/S from setting up their long spade and diamond for eMra tricks.
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North Deals

North: 7 HCP
South: 19 HCP

Bidding
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East: 8 HCP + 1 Length point = 9 total points
West: 6 HCP

Bidding (E/W always pass)
North and East pass, and South opens 1C, showing at least 12 HCP and 3 clubs.
North has 7 points, and should bid (showing 6 or more points). Since he has no 4-card suit except clubs, he bids 1 NT,
showing 6-9 HCP, and also denying 4 cards in Diamonds, Hearts, or Spades.
South has 19 points, so South knows that N/S combined have 25(19+6 = 25) points, enough for game. South's hand is
well suited to play in NT, so South should bid 3NT.
The contract is 3NT, and since North bid NT first, North is the declarer.

Play:
Opening Lead: Since North is declarer, West makes the opening lead. When leading against a NT contract, a sequence
should be at least 3 cards, so WesYs best lead is actually the fourth best card from his best suit: Spades
On the first trick, East should play the Jack (third hand high), and when East wins a trick with the Ace of Diamonds, E
should return partner's suit (lead a spade) to try to establish spade tricks before N/S establish their tricks.
N/S have 7 top tricks: 1 Spade, 2 Hearts, and 4 Clubs.
They need to make 2 tricks in Diamonds in order to make the contract. The best is to lead diamonds from the North hand
toward the KQ in the South hand. If East has the Ace, then N!S can make 2 Diamond tricks.
If the K wins, then declarer should return to the North hand by leading a club so that another Diamond can be led from the
North hand toward the Q.
If West has the Ace, and the Diamonds split 3-3, N/S might still be able to make 2 Diamond tricks.
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Week 8

Dealer: South
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South Deals

North: 6 HCP
South'. 6 HCP + 1 Length point

East: 19 HCP
West'. 9 HCP

Bidding (N/S always pass)
East opens 1 Club: at least 12 HCP and at least 3 clubs.
West has 9 points. He should bid his Hearts to show a 4-card suit. This shows at least 6 points. This is a
forcing bid
(new suit by responder), so East must bid again. Even if West had 5 Clubs, it would be more important to
show the 4card Heart suit first.
East has 19 points, so together with West they have at least 25 points (19+6). Since East has 4 Hearts, E
also knows
that E/W have a fit (at least 8 cards) in Hearts, so East should bid game in Hearts (4 Hearts)
West has 3 extra points that East does not know about, but this is not enough to look for slam, so West
agrees to play 4H.
The contract is 4 H, and since West bid Hearts first, West is the declarer.
Play:
Since West is the declarer North makes the opening lead, and his best choice is either the Q of Diamonds (top
of a
sequence) or the 4 of Spades (fourth best from his longest suit).
E/W have 8 top tricks'. 1 Spade, 4 Hearts; and 3 Clubs. They need 2 more tricks to make their contract.
There is a chance for another Spade trick by taking a finesse, which will work if North has the King. A low Spade
is led
from the West hand: If North plays the King, East wins with the Ace and his Queen will also be a winner.
If North plays a
low card, East plays the Queen and can later win the Ace.
There is also a chance for a long suit trick in Clubs: If E/W play the A, K, and Q on three tricks and if the
other clubs are
divided 3-2 in the N/S hands, then the fourth club will be good.
E/W should start by playing trumps so that N/S will not be able to trump any of their winners. East should
count the
trumps as they are played: E knows that N/S have 5 hearts, and E sees 2 played on the first trick, 2 on
the second, and 1
on the third, so there is no need to play a fourth trump.
After pulling trump, West should take the Spade finesse, and play high clubs to try to establish
the fourth club trick
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North: 13 HCP
South: 12 HCP + 1 Length point

East: 8 HCP
West: 7 HCP

Bidding (E/W always pass)
South opens 1 Spade, showing at least 12 HCP and at least 5 spades.
North has 13 points, so N/S should play in game (13 + 12 = 25 points). Since N has 4 Spades, N also knows his team
has at least a 9-card fit in Spades. So North can bid game in Spades (4S).
South doesn't have anything extra, so S should agree to play 4S.
The contract is 4S, and since South bid Spades first, South is the declarer.
Play:
Since South is the declarer West makes the opening lead, and the best choice is probably the King of Hearts (top of
touching honors). E/W should win the first 3 Neart tricks. Assuming East ends up winning the A of Hearts on the third
trick, E should then switch to the Q of Diamonds (top of a sequence)
N/S have 9 top tricks: 5 Spades, 2 Diamonds and 2 clubs.
N/S need 1 more trick to make their contract. They can probably get this by trumping South's third Diamond with one of
North's trumps: this is an extra trick because they are trumping in the hand that is short in trumps.
If South trumps one of North's long clubs, this is not an extra trick because he will then be giving up his 5th Spade trick.
N1S would need to trump two of North's long clubs in the South hand to gain a trick, but this is more complicated.
N/S should pull all of the trumps in the E/W hands at the first opportunity: Since N/S have 9 trumps, E/W have only 4, and
N/S can see that both E and W follow suit on the first two spade tricks, so there is no need for N/S to play additional trump
tricks.
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East: 15 HCP + 2 Length points
West: 6 HCP

Bidding(WS always pass)
East opens 1 Heart: at least 12 HCP and at least 5 Hearts.
West has 6 HCP and 4-card support for Hearts. West can add 1 dummy shortness point since he only has 2 Clubs, for a
total of 7 points. West should bid 2 Hearts, showing 6 to 9 total points and 3 Hearts
East has 17 total points, so added to West's 6-9 point range, East knows they have from 23 to 26 points. So if West has 8
or 9 points, they should bid game. West should bid 3 Hearts, inviting West to bid game with 8 or 9 points. Since E/W
have already established a fit in Hearts, West does not need 6 Hearts to rebid the suit, although West does have 6
Hearts.
West has 7 total points, so W should pass.
The contract is 3 H (9 tricks), and since East bid Hearts first, East is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 H - 2H, 3H -Pass)

Play:
Since East is the declarer South makes the opening lead, and his best choice the King of Diamonds (top of touching
honors).
E/W have 8 top tricks: 6 Hearts, 1 Club and 1 Diamond. They need 1 more trick to make their contract. They can make
this trick by trumping EasYs third club in the West hand (the hand that is shortest in trumps). Note that trumping WesYs
long Spades in the East hand does not give EM/ and extra trick unless they can trump 3 times. It usually doesn't help to
trump with the hand that has the long trumps.
After pulling trump, East should play Clubs, and should be able to trump the third Club in the West hand.
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East Deals

North: 9 HCP + 2 Length points
South: 15 HCP + 1 Length point

East: 10 HCP + 1 Length point
West: 6 HCP

Bidding (E/W always pass)
South opens 1 Heart, showing at least 12 HCP and at least 5 Hearts.
North has 11 total points, but does not have Heart support. Since North has a good Spade suit, N should bid 1 Spade,
which shows at (east 6 points and 4 Spades. This is a forcing bid, so South must bid again.
South does not have 6 Hearts, so should not rebid Hearts. South also does not have 3-card Spade support, so cannot bid
Spades. South should show a 4-card Club suit by bidding 2 Clubs.
North can now rebid Spades. With a weak hand (6-9 points) N would bid 2 Spades, but since N has 11 points and 6
spades, N should jump in Spades (bid 3 Spades), showing at least 10 points and inviting South to bid game.
South now knows that his team has an 8-card Spade fit. South should not count his length point in Hearts since it is
unlikely that N/S will be able to make any Heart tricks, but South can count a shortness point for his doubleton Diamond.
So South has 16 total points and should bid game (4 Spades)
The contract is 4S(10 tricks): since North bid Spades first, North is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 H-1 S, 2C-3S, 4S-Pass)
Play:
North is the declarer so East makes the opening lead: the best choice is probably the Q of Diamonds (top of a sequence).
N/S have 9 top tricks: 6 Spades, 2 Diamonds and 1 Club.
N/S need 1 more trick to make their contract. They can probably get this by trumping North's third Diamond with one of
South's trumps: this is an extra trick because they are trumping in the hand that is short in trumps.
If South trumps one of North's long clubs, this is not an extra trick because it will give up the 6th Spade trick.
Since South only has 2 trumps, N/S cannot afford to pull trump before they trump the third Diamond. They must play
Diamonds immediately (win the Ace in the South hand, lead the 2 of Diamonds and win with the King in the North hand,
then play a low Diamond from the North hand and trump in the South hand. Since N/S have all the top Spades, it is best
to trump with the Ace of Spades. This has two advantages:
• After winning the Ace of Spades, South can lead his other Spade and win with the King in the North hand and
continue to play trumps from the North hand. If South trumped with the 7 of Spades, and then played the Ace,
there would be no quick way of getting back to the North hand to pull trumps.
• It is possible West may have started with 2 Diamonds, and may also be able to trump a Diamond (not applicable
here since the 7 of Spades is higher than any of the opponenPs trumps).
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West Deals

North.6 HCP
South: 6 HCP

East: 13 HCP
West: 15 HCP + 1 Length point

Bidding(WS always pass)
West opens 1 Diamond (~): at least 12 HCP. no 5-card major and at least 3 Diamonds.
East has 13 HCP, and therefore knows E/W should reach a game contract. East has 4 cards in each
major, and bids 1
Heart (v), bidding "up the line." This is a forcing bid and will allow West to either support Hearts or
bid Spades at the 1
level.
West has 16 total points, but cannot support his partner's Hearts or rebid his Diamonds, since
he only has 5. West does
not have a balanced hand suited to NT, and should be looking for a possible fit in Spades, or hope
that East can support
Diamonds. West should bid 1 Spade (w.), showing his 4-card Spade suit.
East has a fit for Spades, and can add 1 dummy point for shortness in Clubs (.x), so East has
14 total points. Since West
opened (showing at least 12 HCP), East knows his team should be at game and can bid 4 Spades (~).
The contract is 4 S(*) (10 tricks), and since West bid Spades first, West is the declarer. (Bidding:
1 D - 1 H, 1 S - 4S)
Play:
Since West is the declarer, North makes the opening lead. North has no good sequences or strong suits,
so N should
probably lead 4th best from one of his suits. Since E/W bid Diamonds and Hearts in addition to Spades,
the best lead is
probably the 3 of Clubs (a).
E/W have 7 top tricks: 1 Spade, 1 Heart, 4 Diamonds, and 1 Club. In addition, they should be able win
to
a fifth Diamond
(unless the missing Diamonds are divided 5-1), and 2 more Spade tricks to make 10 tricks.
If North leads a small Club, E/W should play the Q from the East hand. When this wins, they can play
a small Heart to the
Ace, and then lead a small Spade toward the Ace-Queen for a finesse. When the King is played, the
Ace wins and the
Queen can later win a trick.
At this point E/W should know that N/S still have 3 trumps (10, 9, 4). East can play the Queen of Spades
and when North
discards, E/W know that South has 2 more spades. E/W can now play to the Jack of Spades, leaving South
with one
Spade winner while E and W each still have a Spade left. E/W can play Diamonds (Ace from
the short hand first), and
whenever South trumps South will probably lead a Heart, which can be trumped in the West
hand, and then E/W can cash
their remaining Diamonds.
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South Deals

North: 10 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 15 HCP + 2 Length points

East: 9 HCP + 1 Length point
West: 6 HCP + 1 Length point

Bidding (E/W always pass)
South opens 1 Spade (~), showing at least 5 Spades and 12 points. South has 17 total points.
North does not have Spade support, but he can bid 2 Diamonds (~ ), showing at least 10 points
and 5 Diamonds.
South can now bid 2 Hearts (v), showing at least 4 Hearts. South knows his team should end up at
a game contract, but
has no way of showing extra strength at this point in the bidding.
North can assume that South has 5 Hearts and show support with 3 cards, bidding 3 Hearts (v).
South can now bid 4 Hearts (v).
The contract is 4H (10 tricks): since South bid Hearts first, South is the declarer. (Bidding:
1S-2D, 2H-3H, 4H-Pass)
Play:
South is the declarer so West makes the opening lead. There are two reasonable choices:
• Singleton J ~, hoping to be able to trump a Diamond later. But North has bid Diamonds, so this
might help N/S to
setup Diamond tricks.
• Since N/S have bid 3 suits, West might lead the unbid suit, Clubs. West should lead the A .x: you should
almost
never lead away from an Ace in a suit contract. If West leads the A a., East should play the 9 rather
than the 2 to
encourage West to continue Clubs.
N/S have 5 top tricks: 3 Hearts and 2 Diamonds. They should also be able to get 1 or 2 addltlonal
Neart tricks, depending
on how the missing Hearts are distributed. So they need 3 or 4 Spade tricks to make their contract.
N/S should either win the first trick with the A ~, or trump the second Club in the South hand. They
can then draw trump
by playing the AKQ v. Declarer knows that E/W started with 5 Hearts, and sees them play all 5 Hearts on
these three
tricks, so declarer knows that there are no more Hearts in the E/W hands.
Declarer should then play the Spades by leading a Diamond to get into the North hand and then leading
a Spade toward
the KQJ w. in the South hand.

Week 11

West Deals

North: 6 HCP
South: 6 HCP

Hand 1

+ 2 Length points

East: 20 HCP + 1 Length point
West: 8 HCP + 1 Length point

Bidding (N/S always pass)
East has a very strong hand and plans to go to game as long as his partner does not pass.
East starts by bidding 1
Diamond (1 ~): this only shows 3 cards in Diamonds and more than 12 points, so EasYs second
bid must be strong.
West has more than 6 points, so West bids 1 Heart(v)to show at least 6 points and at least 4 Hearts.
East now knows E/W should be in game (East has 21 total points, and West has at least 6). East
should not rebid
Diamonds, because he does not have a 6 card suit. Even if E had a 6-card suit, 3 ~ would be too
weak: it is not a forcing
bid. Since East has something in all suits, E should bid 3 NT.
West has a 5-card Heart suit, but no extra strength, and so should pass.
The contract is 3 NT (9 tricks), and since East bid NT, East is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 D - 1 H; 3NT
-pass)
Play:
Since East is the declarer, South makes the opening lead and should lead the fourth best from either
Clubs (~x) or Spades
(~): the 4+ or the 3~.
ENV have 7 top tricks: 1 Spade, 2 Hearts, 2 Diamonds, and 2 Clubs. They can also hope to develop tricks
in other suits:
• Clubs (~.): If South leads a Club, that will give E/W a "free finesse," since Eases Queen is then sure to
win a trick.
If South does not lead a Club, E/W can lead a Club from the West hand to take the finesse.
• Diamonds (~): E/W have 8 Diamonds, so they can try to develop long suit tricks. However,
when West plays the
King of Diamonds (start with a high card from the short hand) and sees South play the Queen, it unlikely
is
that
this will work.
• Hearts (v): E/W have a finesse in Hearts by playing the Ace and then leading toward the K-J
and playing the J if
South does not play the Queen.
Spades is a dangerous suit for E/W since they only have 1 stopper. If N/S play Spades, E/W should wait
until the second
Spade is played to win the Ace. Once they play the A~, it fs important for E/W to take their tricks
as quickly as possible
to try to prevent N/S from establishing extra Spade tricks.

Week 11

North Deals

North: 9 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 13 HCP

Nand 2

East: 11 HCP
West: 7 HCP + 1 Length point

Bidding (E1VN always pass)
South opens 1 Club (.x), showing at least 12 HCP and 3 Clubs. South does not have
a 5-card major, and since S has 3
cards each in Clubs and Diamonds, S should bid Clubs (~.).
North has 5 Hearts(v)and 4 Diamonds (~), so should bid the longer suit first. North
should bid 1 Heart (v), which shows
at least 4 Hearts and 6 points. If South responds 1 Spade (~) or 1NT, then North
can bid 2 Diamonds(~) on his next bid,
which would show 5 Hearts(v)and 4 Diamonds (~), since with 4 v and 4 ~, North would
have bid ~ first.
South can now bid 2 Hearts (v), showing at least 4 Hearts and 13-15 points. If South were
stronger (16-18 points), S
could jump in Hearts.
Since North has 10 total points and South has 13-15, North might think that N/S could
have game if South had 15 points.
However, North has Jacks in three suits, with no other honors in those suits (this is called
unsupported honors), so those
3 points are likely to be useless. So North should not invite to game and should just pass.
The contract is 2H (8 tricks)'. since North bid Hearts first, North is the declarer. (Bidding'. 1
C-1 H, 2H-Pass)
Play:
North is the declarer so East makes the opening lead. The best choice is probably the King of Spades
(~ ), top of
touching honors.
N/S have 5 top tricks: 1 Spade, 3 Hearts, and 1 Diamond. They need 3 additional tricks, and
may have them:
• Hearts (trump)'. N/S have a 9-card fit, with AKQ. There are only 4 Hearts in the E/W
hands, so unless E or W has
all 4 Hearts, N/S will make 5 Heart tricks(2 extra tricks). Even if the Hearts are split 4-0,
N/S will make one extra
trick. N/S should pull trumps first, and should count the trumps being played so they do
not play extra Hearts.
• Diamonds: N/S can make at least one extra trick in Diamonds, possibly two extra if the
Diamonds are divided 33. N/S can lead a Diamond toward the A-Q, and take the finesse by playing the Queen
if East does not play the
King. Then N/S can take the Ace of Diamonds and play a third Diamond. Then North's
fourth Diamond will be
the last one left, and will win.
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East Deals

North: 10 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 6 HCP + 1 Length point

East: 16 HCP
West: 8 NCP + 2 Length points

Bidding(WS always pass)
East has 16 HCP and a balanced hand, so should open 1 NT.
West has 10 total points, so knows E/W should play in a game contract. West also has 6 Spades (~), and
since East
m ust have at least 2 Spades(~)to open 1 NT, West knows that his team has an 8-card fit in Spades. So
West can bid
game in Spades (4~).
The contract is 4 Spades(~) (10 tricks), and since West bid ~ first, West is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 N 4S, pass)
Play:
Since West is the declarer, North makes the opening lead and should lead the Queen of Clubs (+), top of a sequence.
E/W have 4 top tricks: 2 Diamonds, and 2 Clubs. They need 6 more tricks, which they can develop:
Spades(~)(trump suit): Once E/W lose the A and K of Spades, the rest of their Spades will be winners, so they
have 4 sure tricks in Spades.
Hearts (v): Once E/W lose the A of Hearts, they will have 2 more tricks in Hearts.
If E/W do not start by pulling trump, N/S may be able to trump one of their Heart tricks, so it is important for E/W
to pull
trumps as early as possible. E/W have 9 Spades, so they know that N/S have a total of 4 Spades. Declarer should
try to
keep track of Spades, so after N and S both play Spades on the first two Spade tricks, declarer will know that N/S
do not
have any more Spades, so declarer does not need to play a third Spade trick.
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South Deals

North: 8 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 17 HCP

East: 5 HCP
West: 10 HCP

Bidding (FJW always pass)
South has 17 HCP and a balanced hand (at most one doubleton), so should open 1 NT.
North has 8 HCP and length point. Since North's long suit is Diamonds (~), North should not explore for
a fit in
Diamonds. Instead North should want to play in NT. However, North is not sure if his team is strong
enough to play in
game(3NT) or not. If South has 16 or 17 points, N/S should play in 3NT, otherwise they should stop a
in part score. In
order to invite South to game, North bids 2NT, asking South to bid game with 17 or a good 16 points.
Since South has 17 points, South will bid 3NT (game).
The contract is 3NT(9 tricks): since South bid NT first, South is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 NT - 2NT, 3NT
-pass)
Play:
South is the declarer so West makes the opening lead. The best choice is probably the Queen of Spades
(~), top of a
sequence.
N/S have 5 top tricks: 2 Spades (~), 1 Heart(v), and 2 Clubs (~x).
They can develop 4 additional tricks in Diamonds(~ ). N/S should be careful to start Diamonds by playing
the Queen
(high card from the short hand). Otherwise, if N was forced to play the Ace of Clubs(a) before driving
out the Ace of
Diamonds (~), there might not be any entries to the North hand to cash the established Diamonds.
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South Deals

North'. 17 HCP
South: 11 HCP

Easy. 5 HCP+ 1 Length point
West: 7 HCP

Bidding (E/W always pass)
North has 17 HCP and a balanced hand (at most one doubleton), so should open 1 NT, showing 15-17
points.
South has 11 HCP, so knows that N/S have at least 26 points (15 + 11), and should be in a game contract. South
should
bid 3NT.
The contract is 3NT(9 tricks): since North bid NT first, North is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 NT - 3NT -pass)
Play:
North is the declarer so East makes the opening lead. The best choice is probably the 4 of Diamonds (~), fourth
best
from East's longest suit.
N/S have 7 top tricks: 4 Spades (~), 1 Heart(v), 1 Diamond (~), and 1 Club (+). They need 2 more tricks make
to
their
contract. Their possible extra tricks are:
• Hearts (v): N/S should lead a Heart from the South hand toward the Q v (finessing), since they will get an
extra
Heart trick if West has the Kv. in addition, since they have 7 cards in Hearts, they can hope that the remaining
Hearts are divided 3-3, in which case they could get a second extra Heart trick.
Diamonds:(~): N/S should lead a Diamond from the North hand toward the Q ~ (finessing), since they will
get an
extra Diamond trick if East has the K ~.
• Clubs (+): N/S should lead a Club from the North hand toward the Q .x (finessing), hoping that East has the
K a.
When playing Spades (~), N/S should make sure the start with the A~ and K~ (high cards from the short hand), so when
they win the third Spade trick, they will be in the South hand, able to cash their fourth Spade trick.
If East leads a Diamond (~). declarer should call for a small card from the South hand. When West plays the K~,
declarer can be (almost) sure that East has the Jack ~, since West would presumably have played the J ~ rather
than the
K~, if West had the J~. So declarer could subsequently finesse East for the Jack ~ by playing the
10 ~ from the North
hand and playing low if East doesn't play the Jack ~.

Week 13
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North Deals

;p.

North: 8 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 8 HCP + 1 Length point

East: 15 HCP
West: 9 HCP + 3 Length points

Bidding(WS always pass)
East has 15 HCP and a balanced hand, so should open 1 NT.
West has 12 total points so knows E/W should play in a game contract. Even though West has
a 7-card Diamond (~)
suit, the best chance for game is 3 NT, where E/W will need 9 tricks, rather than 5 Diamonds, where
they will need 11
tricks.
• Notice that playing with Diamonds as trump, E/W will probably have to lose at least 1
Spade (~), 1 Heart (v), and
1 Club (a), so will not be able to make 5~.
So West should bid 3 NT as the best chance for a game.
The contract is 3 NT (9 tricks), and since East bid NT first, East is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 N 3N, pass)
Play:
Since East is the declarer, South makes the opening lead. Clubs (~.) is South's longest suit, while
Hearts(v) is a stronger
suit. South could lead fourth best from either suit (5.x or 2v). Either lead would be reasonabl
e, but leading the longer suit
is probably preferable, especially since South will have the Av as an entry if the Clubs do set
up.
E/W have only 4 top tricks: 3 Diamonds (~), and 1 Spade (~.). They need 5 more tricks, which they
can develop:
• Diamonds (~): E/W can potentially win 4 more tricks in Diamonds. They have a 9-card fit, so there
are only 4
Diamonds in the N/S hands. E/W can play the A~ first, and then lead the Queen. When South
plays the Jack
on the second Diamond trick, declarer knows that the entire Diamond suit will be good, and can overtake
the Q♦
with the K~ in the North hand as a sure entry.
• Hearts (v): E/W can play a Heart from either hand toward the Kv or Qv. Once N/S take the Av,
E/W will have
an extra Heart trick to make the contract.
• Clubs (~x): Similar to Hearts, E/W have the K.x and Q.x, and so can also establish an extra
Club trick. But since
they have 7 cards in Hearts, but only 5 in Clubs, they should play Hearts first.
It is best if E/W establish their Heart trick (or Club trick) before playing Diamonds. If South leads a Heart or
a Club, this
will establish a trick for E/W on the opening lead.
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East Deals

North: 11 HCP
South: 15 HCP + 1 Length point

~~
7
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East: 7 HCP
West: 7 HCP + 1 Length point

Bidding (FJW always pass)
South has 15 HCP and a balanced hand (at most one doubleton, no 5-card major), so should open 1 NT, showing
15-17
points. Even though South has 5 Diamonds (~), 1 NT is a better bid for two reasons:
• 1 NT gives North a much better description of South's hand, allowing North to decide what the best contract
is.
• If South opens 1 ~, there is really no good rebid after North responds, since South shouldn't want to bid
2
because he only has 5 Diamonds, and they are relatively weak.
North has 11 HCP, so knows that N/S have at least 26 points (15 + 11), and should be in a game contract. South should
bid 3NT.
The contract is 3NT(9 tricks): since South bid NT first, South is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 NT - 3NT -pass)
Play:
South is the declarer so West makes the opening lead. The best choice is probably the 6 of Spades (~), fourth
best from
WesYs longest suit. West could also lead the King of Spades, but would prefer to have at least K Q 10 x to lead the
King.
N/S have 6 top tricks: 1 Spade (~), 2 Hearts (v), 2 Diamonds (~), and 1 Club (~x). They need 3 more tricks
to make their
contract. Their possible extra tricks are:
Diamonds: (~): N/S have 8 Diamonds, so E/W have only 5. If these 5 are divided 3-2, then N/S can get two
extra tricks (4 Diamond tricks total) by playing the Ace and King of Diamonds, and then giving up a Diamond trick
to establish two long Diamond tricks in the South hand.
Hearts (v): N/S have 7 Hearts, but they have the A, K, J, 10 9, so they can only lose the Queen, and will be able
to get at least one extra Neart trick. They should play Hearts by leading from the South hand toward the North
hand, and playing low from the North hand if West does not play the Queen. This finesse loses, but N/S still get
3 Heart tricks.
Clubs (~x): N/S only have 6 Clubs, so should not play this suit until they have to. But when they do play Clubs,
they can finesse by leading a low card from the North hand toward the Queen in the South hand.
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South Deals

North: 9 HCP + 2 Length points
South: 8 HCP + 1 Length point

~
15 NCP

8

Q
East: 8 HCP + 1 Length point
West: 15 HCP

Bidding (N/S always pass)
West has 15 HCP and a balanced hand, so should open 1 NT
East has 9 total points so is not sure if E/W should be in a game contract: If West has 17 points they should
be in game,
but If West has 15 points, they should not. East should therefore invite West to bid game by bidding 2 NT, showing
8 or 9
points. This asks West to pass with 15 points, bid 3 NT with 17 points, and guess with 16 points.
Since West has a minimum 1 NT opener(15 HCP), West should pass.
The contract is 2 NT(8 tricks), and since West bid NT first, West is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 N - 2N, pass)
Play:
Since West is the declarer, North makes the opening lead. Nearts(v) is North's longest suit, so North can either
lead the
fourth best (7v), or the Jack (top of touching honors in a broken sequence'. K, J, 10).
E/W have 7 top tricks: 2 Spades(~) and 5 Clubs (.x). They only need 1 more trick. Their best chance is probably
Diamonds (~), where they can lead small Diamonds(~)from the East hand toward the K J in the West
hand, hoping that
South has either the Ace or Queen of Diamonds.
When North leads a Heart(v)on the first trick, and South wins the Ace but does not lead a second Heart, declarer
can
assume that South does not have any more Hearts. This is very good for E/W, since If South was able to lead a
second
Heart, N/S could take the rest of the Heart tricks.
On the second trick, South can lead back the fourth best card from either Spades(7~)or Diamonds (2~). South's
Spades are stronger than South's Diamonds, but South can see that the dummy hand (East) has only 2 small Diamonds,
so Diamonds is probably a better lead.

Week 15
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North: 14 HCP + 1 Length point
South'. 13 HCP
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East: 6 NCP + 1 Length point
West: 7 HCP + 2 Length points

Bidding (FJW always pass)
North opens 1 Spade (w.), showing at least 12 points and 5 Spades.
South has 13 points and 3-card support for spades, so South knows his team should be at game (12 + 13 = 25 points), so
South can bid 4~.
The contract is 4~ (10 tricks): since North bid NT first, North is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 ~ - 4~ -pass)
Play:
N/S have 6 top tricks (1 Spade, 3 Diamonds and 2 Clubs). They should be able to make at least 3 more Spade (~)
tricks
(losing only the King) and 1 more Heart(v)trick (losing at most the Queen and Ace). They can also take finesses
in
Spades(~) by leading the Q J 4 from the South hand and playing low from the North hand on the first two tricks if West
does not play the Ace. They also have a finesse in Hearts(v) by leading from the North hand toward the King in
the
South hand.
N/S should therefore plan to draw trumps as soon as possible. They can then play their Diamonds and Clubs, hoping
that
E/W will have to lead Hearts.
East leads the Queen of Clubs (.x), top of a sequence. Even though West has two clubs and might be able to trump a
club later, East only has one Spade, so is unlikely to be able to trump a Club before N/S pull trump. Therefore East
should play a low Club on the first trick, discouraging his partner from leading Clubs again.
After winning the first trick South wants to pull trump. It is therefore better to win the first trick with the Ace of Clubs in the
South hand and then immediately start playing trumps by leading the Queen and playing a low card from the North hand.
Even though East can win the King of Spades, there is no reason to win the trick right away. If East waits to win the King
of Spades, this will give West a chance to signal.
When South next leads the Jack of Spades, West has no more spades and must discard. West can use this opportunity
by discarding the 9 of Hearts (v), indicating that he wants East to lead Hearts when possible (an alternative Is to discard
the 2~, discouraging East from leading Diamonds. So now East can win his King of Spades and lead a Heart. East
should lead the 7v first so that he can later play the 6v. Playing high then low in this fashion indicates that East only has
2 Hearts and thinks there is a possibility for East to trump a Heart. So when West wins two Heart tricks West should
continue with a third Heart trick, allowing East to trump a Heart.

Week 15
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North Deals

North: 4 HCP
South: 9 HCP + 1 Length point

East: 19 HCP + 1 Length point
West: 7 HCP

Bidding(WS always pass)
East has 19 HCP and a 5-card Heart(v) suit, so East opens 1 v, which shows more than 12 points.
West has 7 total points with 3-card Heart(v) support, so should bid 2v, which shows 6-9 points and 3-card Heart support.
East has 20 total points, East knows that his team should play in game (20 + 6 = 26 points), so should bid 4 Hearts (v),
and West should pass.
The contract is 4 r (10 tricks), and since East bid v first, East is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 v - 2v - 4v, pass)
Play:
Since East is the declarer, South makes the opening lead. South should lead the Ace of Clubs (a), top of touching
honors (note that if the contract was in NT, South should lead the 7.x, fourth best).
E/W have 9 top tricks: 4 Spades(~) and 5 Hearts (v). They need 1 more trick. They have a good chance for an
additional trick in Clubs(+) and Diamonds():
• Once E/W lose to the Ace and King of Clubs, they will have Club trick, so it doesn't matter which hand they lead
Clubs from.
• E/W also have a chance for a Diamond trick by leading a low diamond from the West hand toward the K~ in the
East hand.
E/W should pull trumps as soon as possible
When South Ieads the Ace of Clubs (.x), North sees that he has a good chance of being able to trump the third Club trick
(North knows his partner has the King because he led the Ace). So on the first Club trick, North should play the 9 to
encourage his partner to continue Clubs.
South sees that North has discarded his highest Club (South has the A K, and sees the Q J 10 in the dummy), so is sure
that North either has 1 or 2 clubs. So South should continue with the King of Clubs (.x), on which he sees North play the
5~x. From North's point of view, the 5+ completes the high-low "echo" and confirms to South that North has a doubleton.
When South plays a third club, North can trump (ruff) with a heart, winning the trick. The Ace of Diamonds will be the
setting trick.
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North Deals

North: 12 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 15 HCP + 1 Length point

East: 7 HCP + z Length points
West: 6 HCP + 1 Length point

Bidding (E/W always pass)
North opens 1 Heart (r), showing at least 12 points and 5 Spades.
South has 16 total points, so knows N/S should be in game (16+12 = 28). South does not have 3 Hearts but does have 5
Spades (A), so South bids 1 A, showing at least 4 Spades (this is a forcing bid so South knows that North will bid again).
North knows that South has 4 spades, and North also has 4 spades, so North knows N/S have a spade fit (8 cards). So
North can count 1 extra point for each doubieton (but then North doesn't count a point far the 5-card Heart suit), so North
has 14 total points. This is not enough to jump (North would need 16 points to jump), so North bids 2.A.
South now knows that N/S have a Spade fit and enough points for game, so South bids 4.A.
The contract is 4.A (10 tricks): since South bid .A first, South is the declarer. (Bidding: 1 Y - 1 A; 2A - 4A; pass)
Play:
N/S only have 3 top tricks: 2 Diamonds (t) and 1 Club (.T.), but once they drive out the Ace of Spades (A~) and Ace of
Hearts (Y), they can make 4 Spade tricks and 4 Heart tricks, for a total of 11 tricks. Declarer should plan to draw trumps
as soon as possible and then play Hearts, starting with the King (honor from the short hand) and should avoid taking the
top tricks in Clubs and Diamonds until necessary (the Aces in the North hand will provide entries to cash the Heart tricks).
West should lead the singleton Heart, hoping to be able to trump a heart. This may be a little dangerous since North bid
Hearts, but West really has nothing else promising to lead.
East should win the first trick with the Ace of Hearts. East can see 10 Hearts between his hand and the dummy, and after
South follows with a low Heart on the first trick, East can count 12 Hearts, so only the King is left. East should know that
West would not have led the 7~ if West also had the KY, so East knows that South has the K~, and his partner will be
able to trump the next Heart trick.
East also has an opportunity to give a suit preference signal to his partner. By leading a low Heart (4r), East asks West
to lead Clubs (R.), the lower of the suits (Clubs and Diamonds) his partner might want to lead. East wants West to lead a
Club because East has the KAY behind the A.t~ in the dummy.
Now after West trumps the second Heart, West should lead back a Club (d.). Even if North wins this trick with the Ad.,
West will later win a trick with the AA, and will be able to lead a second club, which East can win. This will enable East to
lead a second Heart, allowing West to trump.

Week 16

Hand 2

E-2Deal Cards:#7, Dead Y)
(
a~ 4 2
riJ652
~ 1098
+~ 10872
c~~1(~9f~7
r A94
♦ J72
~ ~K4

South Deals

North: 1 HCP
South: 14 HCP

~
~

~
5
M 53
~ KQ73
♦ AKf~3
►X• 9 to 5

~►K710b
Y l08
♦ 6S4
~P.AQJ3

East: 11 HCP
West: 14 HCP + 1 Length point

Bidding
South has 14 points and no 5-card major, so opens 1 Diamond (t), South's best minor.
West has 15 total points and a good Spade suit (5 cards with 2 of the top 3 honors), so West
can overcall 1 Spade (A).
Note that if West did not have a good suit, West might need to pass, even with 15 points.
The overcall on the 1 level
shows at least 10 points, although might be a little weaker sometimes.
North has only 1 point, so passes.
East has 11 HCP and has 4-card Spade support and a doubleton Heart (~), so can add
1 dummy shortness point for 12
total points. So if West has 13 points, E/W should be at game (12+13 = 25). Since West has
only shown 10 points so far,
East invites to game by jumping to 3 Spades (A).
The opening bid pretty much described the South hand, so South has nothing else to show
and should pass.
Since West has 15 total points, West should accept East's invitation (15+10 = 25) and bid
4 Spades (A~).
The contract is 4~A (10 tricks), and since West bid A first, West is the declarer. Bidding:

1 t - 1 A - pass - 3A~
pass - 4A. -pass -pass
pass

Play:
Since West is the declarer, North makes the opening lead. North doesn't have a good suit,
so should lead Diamonds (t)
because that is the suit that South bid. North should lead the 10~, top of a sequence.
E/W have 10 top tricks (5 Spades, 1 Heart and 4 Clubs). However, they also have 3 quick
losers in Diamonds (t) and a
possible loser in Hearts (~).
As soon as E/W get the lead, they should pull trumps. They have 9 trumps, so they know N/S
have only 4. After they
see N./S both play Spades on the first two trump tricks, they know there are no more trumps
outstanding.
E/W then need to get rid of their Heart loser by cashing their Club (.A) winners and discarding
2 Heart losers from the
West hand on the third and fourth Club tricks. They can cash the Ace of Hearts (Y) and
then trump EasYs second Heart
(v) in the West hand.

Week 17

Hand 1

{
EZZeal C"a~~s: #4, ~~r~t 1)
Dealer: N~r•t]~

X 762
~ KQ97
~ t~J 108
Q 10

North Deals

North: 8 HCP
South: 14 HCP

,~► 8 5 4
~ AIOS
0 974
+ ~A9S2
►
~
~►QJIQ9
~ ~
J843
~
~ K3
~J84
A K3
'~ G 2
8 ~~52
1 763

East: 8 HCP
West: 10 HCP

Bidding (FJW always pass)
North and East pass, then South opens 1 Diamond (~), showing at least 12 points and 3 Diamonds

.

West has 10 points, but does not have a good 5-card suit, so cannot overcall. West passes.
Advanced note: if West had the Jack of Hearts instead of the Jack of Diamonds, so West
would have K Q J 9 7 of
Hearts, West could overcall 1 v, showing at least 10 points (might be a little less) and a good
heart suit.
North should bid 1 NT, showing 6 to 9 points. North does not have 4 Hearts or Spades,
so cannot bid 1 v or 1 ~.
South has 14 points, and knows that partner has at most 9, so N/S have at most 23 points,
and they should not want to
play in a game contract. South should pass.
The contract is 1 NT (7 tricks): since North bid NT first, North is the declarer. (Bidding'. 1
~ - 1NT; pass)
Play:
N/S have 6 top tricks: 2 Spades (~), 1 Heart (v), 1 Diamond (~), and 2 Clubs (.x). They need
1 more trick to make their
contract.
Their best chance for an extra trick is the Club (.x) suit. They have 8 Clubs including the Ace and King.
The opponents
have only 5 Clubs, so if these are divided 3-2, N/S can develop an extra Club trick by playing
the Ace, King, and a third
club. The third club will lose, but then their fourth club will be good.
N/S should establish their Club trick as soon as possible, while they have winners in the other suits.
East should lead the Queen of Spades (~), top of a sequence. On this trick, West should play
the 2~, signaling that West
does not have any strength in Spades. If instead West had K 6 2 of Spades, West could play
the 6, trying to signal some
strength in Spades.
Advanced note: If West had a stronger Heart suit, and had been able to overcall 1 v, then East could
lead a Heart
(partner's suit), establishing four Heart tricks for ElW.

Week 17
Hand 2
(
E—Z Dead Crcrds: #7, Deal 3)
Dealer: South

~mA
i~KQl~~a
0 753
~ iCQJ10

South Deals

North. 3 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 14 HCP

Q J 54
~I 7 2
~ q E~
~ 97~i32
N
~ ~
'
~ 10962
~ A3
♦ KQJ10
1 84

A~AK73
V:1C;54
~A942
d~S

East. 12 HCP
West: 11 HCP + 1 Length point

Bidding
South has 14 points and no 5-card major, so opens 1 Diamond (~), South's best minor.
West has 12 total points and a good Heart suit (5 cards with 2 of the top 3 honors), so
West can overcall 1 Heart(v)
Note that if West did not have a good suit, West might need to pass, even with 15 points. The
overcall on the 1 level
shows at least 10 points, although might be a little weaker sometimes.
North has only 3 points, so passes
East has 12 HCP and has 4-card Heart support and a singleton Club (.x), so can add 3 dummy shortness
point for 15 total
points. East can either jump in Hearts (bid 3v)to invite West to game, or can just bid 4v, since if
West has 10 points,
E/W should play in a game contract.
If East invites to game with a bid of 3v, West should accept the invitation and bid 4v because
West has 12 points, and
only promised 9 or 10 with the first overcall bid. Since West has 15 total points, West should
accept EasYs Invitation
(15+10 = 25) and bid 4 Spades (w.).
The contract is 4r (10 tricks), and since West bid v first, West is the declarer. Bidding:

1 ~ - 1 v - pass - 3v
pass - 4v -pass -pass
pass

Play:
Since West is the declarer, North makes the opening lead. Without listening to the bidding, North
might lead the Queen of
Spades (~), top of touching honors. North would tend not to lead the 8 of Diamonds (high from doubleton)
a
, because
with only 2 small trumps, there is not much hope of getting a ruff(trumping a Diamond). However,
since South bid
Diamonds, North should lead the 8 ~, top of a doubleton in his partner's suit.
E/W have only 3 top tricks (2 Spades and 1 Diamond), but should be able to get 4 Heart(v)tricks and
3 Club (.x) tricks to
make their contract.
However, E/W should also count their losers: they have to lose at least 1 Heart(v)and one
Club (~x), and could possibly
lose 2 Diamonds(~) before they can establish their winning tricks.
To avoid this, EIW should immediately (after the first Diamond is played) take the A and K of Spades
(~), and discard a
Diamond (~)from the West hand on the second spade.

Week 18

Hand 1

(
.~-~ LDea14"ards: #2, Dea13)
K ~3

~ ,rs2
~`.AQB
a~~2
'
~QJ1Q5
♦ A94
d~J732

North Deals

X93
9l~A96
E
~ KQ7t~3
~
+161065
~ Kt~.t105
'
{~ 742
~ 108
K 94

North: 14 HCP
South: 9 HCP + 1 Length point

~

East: 9 HCP + 1 Length point
West: 8 HCP

Bidding
North has 14 points and no 5-card major (v or ~). Since North has 3 cards in each minor suit(+ and ~ ), North should
open 1 Club (.x). If North had 4 cards in each minor suit, North would open 1 Diamond (~).
East has 10 total points and a good Diamond (~) suit(5 cards with 2 of the top 3 honors), so East should overcall 1 ~.
Note that East is strong enough to overcall on the 1 level, but not on the 2 level, so would pass if North opened 1 v or 1 ~.
South has 10 total points, and since his partner opened, South should bid 1 Spade (~), which shows at least 4 cards in
Spades and at least 6 points. This is a new suit by responder, and is forcing, so North must bid again if West passes.
West only has 8 points, but does have good support for his partner's Diamond (~)suit. West should probably bid 2~,
which shows 3-card support(because East has shown 5 Diamonds), and 6 to 9 points. This allows EasUWest to compete
for the contract, and lets both partners know that they have Diamond strength, which may help in the play of the hand.
North has 14 points, a minimal opener, but does have good Spade (~) support: South has shown at least 4 Spades, so
North knows they have an 8-card fit. North should bid 2w., showing this support, but not showing any additional strength.
This is not a forcing bid.
East has a minimum hand for his overcall, so should pass: his partner already knows what East has
South has 10 total points (South can count either 1 Length point or 1 shortness point for his doubleton, but should not
count both). Since North has limited his hand to about 15 points, South should probably pass. A bid of 3~, inviting to
game, would not be unreasonable. If South does bid 3~, North should decline the invitation and pass.
The contract is 2~ (8 tricks): since South bid ~ first, South is the declarer. (Bidding: 1.x - 1 ~ - 1 ~ -2~;
2 w. -all pass)
Play:
N!S have 8 top tricks: 5 Spades(~) and 3 Clubs (.x). There is a possibility they can get a Heart trick.
West would normally lead the Qv, top of a sequence. But since East overcalled in Diamonds, West also has the option of
leading Diamonds. If East wants to lead Diamonds, East should lead the Ace: it is almost never correct to lead a low card
when you have the Ace of a suit in a trump contract. If you do not lead the Ace, partner should assume that you do not
hold that card.

Week 18

Hand 2

f~-2Deal Cards:#2,Deal d)
Dealer: West

A 7G3
~ ~iK7
~ K 106
~ K82

rp K Q 10
1► 4
~ 8743'
~ Af~43
~
~S E
J 842
11532
~ JS
~ C~ J 1 t7 9

West Deals

North: 9 HCP + 1 Length point
South: 5 HCP

Ad ~5
~dC~,it094b
1~ AQ9
X75

Easy. 9 HCP + 2 Length points
West: 17 HCP

Bidding (WS always pass)
West has 17 HCP and a balanced hand (at most one doubleton), and so should open 1 NT.
Even though North has a 5-card suit, it is not a good suit, and N only has 10 points, so is not strong enough to overcall.
East has 11 total points and 6 Hearts (v). East knows that West has at least 2 Hearts for WesYs 1 NT opening bid, so
East knows that E/W have an Simard fit in Hearts, and at (east 26 points (15 + 11 = 26). East should just bid 4v, which is
a game contract in Hearts.
The contract is 4v (10 tricks), and since East bid v first, East is the declarer. Bidding:

1 NT - 4v; pass

Play:
Since East is the declarer, South makes the opening lead, and should probably lead the Queen of Clubs (+), top of
sequence. An alternate would be to lead the Jack of Diamonds, hoping to be able to trump the third Diamond trick. If
South leads the Jack and later plays the 5, North should know from this high-low sequence that South can trump the third
Diamond.
E/W have 10 top tricks: 1 Spade (~), 6 Hearts (v), and 3 Diamonds (~). They also have a possibility for a Club trick if
South has the Ace.
As soon as E/W can, they should pull trumps: if they do not, there is a possibility that N/S will be able to trump a Diamond.
When pulling trumps, declarer should try to count the number of trumps the opponents have: Since E/W start with 9
trumps (v), they know that N/S started with 4. When the first trump is played both North and South follow suit, so now
declarer knows that N/S only have 2 trumps left. On the second trump trick, only South follows suit, so declarer knows
that now only 1 trump is left and that South has it. Declarer should play a third trump to pull out South's last trump.
If North and South had both followed suit on the second trump (v) trick, declarer would know that N/S had no trump left,
and would not need to play a third trump trick.
If declarer has to play Clubs (.x), a small Club should be led from the East hand toward the King in the West hand, and
then playing the King if South plays a Iow card. If South has the Ace, ENV will be able to get a Club trick by playing this
way (finessing).

